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Abstract
Background: Automated syndromic surveillance systems are useful tools for rapidly identifying health risks during
times when routine surveillance and follow-up cannot meet the demands of the population. In Yukon, Canada, the
Arctic Winter Games were scheduled in March 2020, and were expected to increase the local population beyond the
capacity of local public health surveillance. An emergency department-based automated syndromic surveillance
system was therefore developed and validated using local hospitalization records for use during the event.
Methods: Syndromes of interest were identified in consultation with the local public health authorities. For each
syndrome, case definitions were developed using published resources and expert elicitation. Natural language
processing algorithms were then written to detect syndromic cases from three different fields (triage notes; chief
complaint; discharge diagnosis) using Yukon emergency department case data containing information from
19,082 visits over the period of October 1, 2018 to April 30, 2019. The automatic identification of cases was then
manually validated by two raters and results were used to calculate positive predicted values for each syndrome
and identify improvements to the detection algorithms.
Results: A total of six syndromes were originally identified for the syndromic surveillance system (e.g.,
Gastrointestinal, Influenza-like-Illness, Mumps, Neurological Infections, Rash, Respiratory), with an additional
syndrome added to assist in detecting potential cases of COVID-19. The positive predictive value for the automated
detection of each syndrome ranged from 48.8%-89.5% to 62.5%-94.1% after implementing improvements identified
during validation. As expected, no records were flagged for COVID-19 from our validation dataset. However, the
system was rapidly adapted into an additional surveillance tool for use in the COVID-19 pandemic.
Conclusions: Validation is an important step for measuring the accuracy of syndromic surveillance, and ensuring it
performs adequately in a local context. Ultimately, the 2020 Arctic Winter Games were cancelled due to the risks
associated with mass gatherings during the global pandemic of COVID-19 and could not therefore be tested under
a mass gathering scenario. However, the results from our validation study suggest that our surveillance system
may be useful for future mass gathering events and proved a timely development for integration into Yukon’s
COVID-19 surveillance infrastructure.

Introduction
The Arctic Winter Games (AWG) is an international sporting and cultural event that brings together athletes from
countries in the Circumpolar North, including Canada; U.S.A.; Greenland; Norway; Sweden; Finland; and Russia. This
mass gathering of athletes, coaches, and media was scheduled to occur in Whitehorse, Yukon in March 2020, and
was anticipated to impose considerable pressure on the territory’s public health infrastructure. In other massgathering sporting events, vaccine-preventable diseases such as measles, influenza, and meningococcal and
gastrointestinal illnesses have been reported [1, 2]. Moreover, the pandemic of novel coronavirus disease (COVID19) and an ongoing outbreak of pertussis in northern Canada underscored the need for enhanced surveillance
during the AWG, especially in a lower-resourced rural/remote setting such as Yukon, where meeting surge demand
in the event of an outbreak represents a significant challenge. This paper describes a novel, near real-time
automated emergency department (ED) syndromic surveillance system (SyS) that was developed and validated in
preparation for the 2020 AWG and integrated into Yukon’s COVID surveillance infrastructure.
Emergency department-based SyS are recognized tools for enhanced surveillance that complement traditional
laboratory-based surveillance methods [3–6]. These systems automate the use of existing (near-)real-time prePage 2/20

diagnostic data that is routinely collected in hospitals and apply statistical algorithms to detect aberrations for
immediate public health investigation. While it is recommended that investment in mass gathering surveillance
should provide a system that is sustainable for long-term use [2], this historically has not been the case in Yukon.
Previous mass gatherings in the territory used daily “drop-in” paper-based data collection methods that, while
effective at the time, were resource- and labor-intensive to be sustainable long-term. Although automated SyS are
often perceived to require complex technology or significant human resources, they do not need to be highly
technical or costly to provide lasting benefit once established [7, 8].
To properly support an ED-SyS, operational case definitions must be developed and validated. These influence the
balance between identifying all possible cases (i.e., sensitivity) and excluding those without the disease of interest
(i.e., specificity) [1, 2]. There is no gold standard approach for developing or validating ED-SyS case definitions;
methods described in literature suggest developing definitions using expert-based consensus followed by an
ongoing refinement process, with validation based on chart review or comparison with a gold-standard dataset [9–
17]. Most case definitions rely on algorithms that identify keywords associated with a syndrome of interest in the
chief complaint (CC) field and discharge diagnosis (DD) fields [6, 16, 18–23], with the emerging use of clinical
triage notes (CN) [16, 24–26]. Several studies have noted disagreement between syndrome definitions when using
CC fields versus DD fields but, in general, case detection improves when leveraging information from both fields [11,
16, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28]. The use of CN fields also increases the sensitivity of the definition but may decrease
specificity [16, 24–26].
There is currently a need to identify methods that lower-resourced communities can use to develop and operate
automated ED-SyS that approach the efficacy of a fully validated real-time system, without the steep setup time
and resource costs required by more sophisticated software. Moreover, these systems should be validated and
optimized for use in the unique communities where they are applied. The objectives of the present study are
therefore to describe the development and validation of Yukon’s first automated ED-SyS and evaluate the
effectiveness of three different ED data fields. Taken together, these results may be used to inform the development
of novel ED-SyS in communities similar to Yukon that lack the resources required for larger, more complex
surveillance systems. While the AWG event was ultimately canceled in light of COVID-2019 physical distancing
precautions, ED-based SyS described here may provide lasting benefit beyond the potential for use during a single
mass-gathering event, in particular among similarly resourced rural community settings as Yukon.

Methods
The design and validation of Yukon’s ED-SyS occurred between November 2019 and February 2020, involving the
following stages: (i) initial review of available data sources; (ii) development of initial case definitions; (iii)
development of natural language processing algorithms and logic; (iv) validation of ED-SyS using validation
dataset; (v) refinements to algorithms and logic.
Data Source: Emergency department records from Whitehorse General Hospital (WGH), the only hospital in
Whitehorse and Yukon’s primary hospital, were used to perform this study. The Meditech ED-Tracker system at WGH
is an electronic medical records database that captures demographic characteristics, date of visit, clinical notes
(CN) (e.g., free-text describing a brief history of the stated complaint, the recorded temperature (in °C) at triage); the
chief complaint (CC) containing the Canadian Emergency Department Information System (CEDIS) code [29, 30];
and the physician discharge diagnosis (DD) which is a free-text field providing the diagnosis at patient discharge.
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ED-Tracker data from visits that occurred after January 1st, 2018 were provided for use. However, data before
October 1st, 2018 were inconsistent (e.g. incomplete data and/or missing fields) and therefore excluded from the
study. National Ambulatory Care Reporting System (NACRS) records between January 1st, 2018 and April 30th,
2019 were also used as a reference in our validation process for the inclusion of International Classification of
Disease, 10th edition (ICD-10) codes. All analyses were performed using Stata LP 15.1 (Texas, USA).
Development of initial case definitions: Syndromes of interest were identified via consensus between Yukon’s
Communicable Disease Control Program (YCDC) Manager, the office of the Chief Medical Officer of Health
(OCMOH), and the Territorial Epidemiologist. A review of existing syndromic surveillance platforms (e.g., NC-Detect,
ESSENCE-II) [31, 32] along with literature searches were used to inform the terms used in the initial case definitions
for each syndrome [6, 10, 12, 13, 15–19, 21, 22, 24, 33–40]; these were further refined for local context by review
from stakeholders at YCDC and the OCMOH. In addition to key terms, CEDIS codes related to each syndrome were
also identified and included in case definitions. Additionally, a syndrome related to COVID-19 was developed
following recommendations published by the World Health Organization (WHO) [41] and local consensus with the
OCMOH. This case-finding definition was further developed through extensive internal review, a review of WHO’s
COVID-19 weekly Situation Reports [42], and recommendations made available online by the Public Health Agency
of Canada [43]. In brief, individual terms and codes related to each syndrome were organized into more broadly
defined concepts that were then used to determine whether a patient record met the case definition for the
syndrome of interest (see Supplement A1). Using these key terms and concepts we developed algorithms to query
ED-Tracker records from October 1, 2018 to April 30, 2019 as this dataset coincided with available NACRS data.
Algorithms were designed to query each data field using a forward-inclusion strategy, typically starting with DD,
then querying the CC and CN fields (see Table 1).
Validation and refinement of initial syndromic surveillance case definitions: Records with an exact match between
ED-Tracker and NACRS datasets (i.e., visits occurring between January 1st, 2018 and April 30th, 2019) were used to
validate the ED-SyS. For syndromes that returned a large number of records (e.g., > 600) identified as positive, a
subset of the data containing records from November 1, 2018 to January 31, 2019, was instead used. Following the
example set by [25], records flagged for meeting syndromic case definitions were assigned one of three validation
classifications: potentially related to the disease of interest (true-positive) = “0”; unclear/conflicting information
(false positive) = “1”; does not match case definition/not related (false positive) = “2” (Table 1). These assignments
were carried out first by reviewing available ICD-10 codes; any flagged case with an ICD-10 code equivalent to the
those outlined in [44] was assigned a zero (“0”). This step was accomplished using the US-CDC’s database of
equivalent code translation (available at: https://icd.codes/convert/icd9-to-icd10-cm). Remaining records were
validated manually by two epidemiologists reviewing the ICD-10 code, DD, CC and CN fields, typically in that order.
After an initial review, a random sample of 10 cases was taken from the “0”, “1”, and “2” sub-groups for all
syndromes (30 cases total per syndrome) and reviewed by both epidemiologists to ensure agreement and
consistency among classification.
Following validation, we manually reviewed the validated records from each syndrome to identify: (1) misspellings
or shorthand among the free-text fields that were not considered during the development of the initial algorithms;
(2) terms and CEDIS codes that could be used to further refine the inclusion or exclusion of true- and false-positives,
respectively; and (3) adjustments to the algorithm structure to improve case classification.
Evaluating the performance of the ED-SyS: Each syndrome included in the ED-SyS was evaluated by measuring the
positive predictive value (PPV) using the validated case records. The PPV was defined as the total number of truePage 4/20

positive records (classification= “0”) over the total number of records (classification=”0”, “1”, or “2”), as a percent.
To evaluate the contribution of each data field on the overall performance of the ED-SyS, we measured the PPV
from each component individually as well as in combination (e.g., CN; CC; DD; CN + CC; CN + CC + DD). Finally, to
evaluate which terms were most influential in identifying each syndrome, the frequency of terms present among
true-positive case records were measured and visually assessed using word clouds (NB: select terms may have
been double-counted since some concept terms may exist in both CN and DD algorithms).

Results
Selection of syndromes for the ED-SyS: An overview of the Yukon ED-SyS is presented in Fig. 1. In total, seven
syndromes of interest were selected for daily monitoring; these included: gastrointestinal illness (GI), influenza-likeillness (ILI), mumps, neurological infections (Neuro), rash, respiratory illnesses (Resp), and COVID-19. For each
syndrome, diseases/conditions of interest were identified, and case definitions were developed based on algorithms
that query information from the WGH ED-Tracker database (see Table 1). A complete list of terms used to query
each syndrome is available in supplemental material (Supplement A1).
ED-SyS validation and performance: The merged dataset of ED visit data from the ED Tracker and NACRS
contained a total of 19,023 unique ED visits between October 1, 2018 and April 30, 2019. After applying the initial
case definitions to this dataset, GI and Resp were the only two syndromes that greatly exceeded our target case
sample of approximately 500 hits for validation. For these two syndromes, a subset of ED visits from November 1,
2018 to January 31, 2019 was used for validation (n = 8246 records). In total, our original case definitions flagged
3,707 ED visits as potential cases for all syndromes (1,793 for GI; 966 for Resp; 593 for ILI; 64 for Rash; 234 for
Neuro; 57 for Mumps; and 0 for COVID-19). As no records were flagged for COVID-19, the syndrome was not
included in validation procedures.
Results from our validation are presented in Table 2. Among our initial case definitions, DD consistently returned
the highest proportion of true positive cases (PPV: 51.3–100%), compared to CN (PPV: 22.8–86.1%) and CC (PPV:
0–35.0%) when used individually. In general, the CN field produced the most sensitive results, flagging the highest
number of visits for all syndromes, while CC and DD fields provided a lower number of hits with higher specificity.
These trends were maintained after adjustment to the initial case definitions, with the largest improvements
observed in the GI syndrome (e.g., PPV for DD improved from 51.3–86.9%).
Combining multiple levels of data from ED-Tracker produced an average of 6.7-fold more hits to each syndrome
than querying each component individually (Table 2). The largest example of this was observed when querying for
visits related to the Resp Syndrome; using CC alongside CN increased hits from our original case definitions over
33-fold. Using our final case definitions for the combined fields produced the largest improvements to the GI
Syndrome, with the PPV for the CN/CC combination increasing to 44.5% from 22.3% and the CN/CC/DD
combination increasing to 78.8% from 48.8%. Changes observed among the other syndromes were minimal, save
for the PPV of detecting the Mumps Syndrome, which increased from 50.9–94.1%, although the total number of
observed hits decreased from 57 to 17.
Evaluating terms and logic used to identify syndromes: After an initial review of the ED-SyS performance using our
validation dataset, several adjustments were made to the terms and algorithms used in our ED-SyS to improve the
system’s performance within the local context. In general, three areas were useful in redefining ED-SyS queries to
provide more accurate results in the Yukon setting
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(1) Misspellings or shorthand among the free-text fields that were not considered during the development of the
initial algorithms. For example, the acronym “LWBS” in the DD field was often used to indicate a patient had “left
without being seen”, and additional acronyms were needed to describe the diarrhea, nausea, and vomit concepts
within the GI syndrome case definition including “N&V” (nausea and vomiting), “N, V, D” (nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea), and “V/D” (vomiting/diarrhea).
(2) Terms and CEDIS code that could be used to further refine the inclusion or exclusion of true- and false-positives,
respectively. For example, additional negating terms were identified for several syndromes; the inclusion of “no”,
“denies” and “–” were therefore added to indicate negation within the diarrhea, nausea, vomit, fever, and cough
concepts. Several CEDIS codes were consistently present among true- and false-positive results for each syndrome;
we used these codes to help provide additional specificity to our inclusion and exclusion criteria based on local
context (Table 3). For example, a high proportion of visits flagged by our GI case definition presented with
abdominal pain (CEDIS 251), but were validated as unclear/conflicting information (n = 91/571, classification = “1”)
or unrelated (n = 365/571, classification = “2”). For this reason, we elected to remove CEDIS 251 from the final GI
syndrome case definition in addition to several related terms that were present in the original syndromic case
definition at the CN and DD level (“ascites”, “LUQ”, “LLQ”, “RLQ”, “RUQ”, “diverticulitis”, “appendicitis”, “abdominal
bloating”, and “flatus”) and were also associated with false-positive records.
(3) Adjustments to the algorithm logic that could improve the application of our algorithms. For example, the
original algorithm for detecting the Neuro syndrome queried the CN and CC fields only if the information from the
DD field was blank. We modified this process to query CN and CC when the DD field contained at least one of the
terms “febrile seizure,” “headache nyd,” “malaise nyd”, or “sepsis” without mention of the term “mening”. This
improved both the sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm, increasing the number of hits from six to 19, while
concomitantly increasing PPV from 83.3–89.5%.
After completing the above adjustments to improve case-finding, we visualized the most influential terms among
the true-positive case records for each syndrome (Fig. 2). Each syndrome appeared to have several terms that were
essential to identifying the syndrome of interest. In three syndromes (Rash, Resp, and ILI) CEDIS codes appeared
among the most frequent terms.

Discussion
Our ED-SyS is the first automated system to be implemented in Yukon, and, to our knowledge in northern Canada.
In preparation for the 2020 AWG, we developed an ED-SyS that included six syndromes, with a seventh syndrome
created in response to an ongoing global pandemic. While the AWG was ultimately canceled, the preparations
allowed us to later activate the ED-SyS for enhanced surveillance during the COVID-19 pandemic, thus highlighting
the flexibility and utility of these types of systems in settings like Yukon where surveillance capacity may otherwise
be limited.
Results from our validation indicated that for each syndrome tested, the CN field generally provided the most
sensitive results, whereas the DD field was most specific. These results were not surprising to us, as the information
stored in each field tended towards specificity of a diagnosis moving from CN to CC and DD. Our findings also
highlight the value of leveraging the three fields together to improve case detection. This finding is noteworthy as a
significant number of cases could be missed without considering one or more fields. This was particularly evident
with our respiratory and ILI syndromes, where a significant number of cases could be missed without using the CN
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field. Our results for the performance of individual fields towards the overall surveillance system should be
interpreted with caution, however, as many of the built algorithms were intended to pull information from CC and
CN data only in the absence of a confirmed case or non-case from the DD field. For a more accurate assessment of
the performance of each field, algorithms should be structured with the intent to use information uniquely from
each data source, instead of in a combined fashion.
A useful step in designing our ED-SyS was ensuring that we allotted time for refining the system using local data.
The original iteration of our ED-SyS was built using terms and case definitions informed by relevant literature,
which did not capture the range of nuances inherent in our local data source. By reviewing and validating records
on a case-by-case basis, we were able to identify additional terms and patterns of chart record-keeping that allowed
us to make adjustments to the syndromic case definitions that improved the predictive ability of the ED-SyS. We
found the CEDIS terms used in the CC field were especially useful for exploring false- positive cases flagged in our
results. Having a standard terminology allowed us to group false positive cases from each syndrome by their
CEDIS term and explore whether it was necessary to build additional exclusions into our syndromic case
algorithms. This was not as feasible with either of the CN or DD fields, as they both contained free-text input, which
proved much more variable than the CEDIS-codes and their standardized terms.
We were motivated to establish an ED-SyS to not only support surveillance activities during the 2020 AWG, but also
enhance Yukon’s surveillance infrastructure for detection and response capabilities for years to follow. Throughout
all stages of development, we found it essential to leverage both local knowledge of contextual issues and disease
risk and existing research to establish and refine our syndromic case definitions and algorithms. Partnerships
between WGH, OCMOH and the Public Health Agency of Canada greatly contributed to the timely design and
implementation of the ED-SyS. Future development of the ED-SyS will include expanding to the syndromic
surveillance of other public health issues in Yukon, including opioids, cannabis, forest fires, and secondary health
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Conclusions/ Practice Implications
Our study highlights the feasibility of implementing an automated ED-SyS and validating syndrome case
definitions in a low-resourced/remote setting using simple tools, resources, and adapted gold standard methods.
Our approach to developing an ED-SyS allowed us to move away from “drop-in” paper-based methods to create a
“low-tech” sustainable system that can be leveraged for other mass-gathering events, other emerging health issues
of concern, and general ongoing surveillance. Our study also reinforces the importance and value of validating
syndrome case definitions using local data. Importantly, our study provides a path forward for other lowerresourced rural/remote settings on how to develop and validate syndrome case definitions.

List Of Abbreviations Used In The Manuscript
AWG Arctic Winter Games
ED Emergency department
SyS Syndromic surveillance system
CC Chief complaint
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DD Discharge diagnosis
CN Clinical (triage) notes
WHG Whitehorse General Hospital
CEDIS Canadian emergency department information system
NACRS National ambulatory care reporting system
ICD International classification of disease
YCDC Yukon Center for Disease Control
OCMOH Office of the chief medical officer of health
NC Detect North Carolina disease event tracking and epidemiologic collection tool
ESSENCE-II Electronic surveillance system for the early notification of community-based epidemics
COVID-19 Coronavirus-disease 2019
US-CDC United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
GI Gastrointestinal illness
ILI Influenza-like illness
Neuro Neurological illness
Resp Respiratory illness
PPV Positive predictive value
LUQ Left upper quadrant
LLQ Left lower quadrant
RLQ Right lower quadrant
RUQ Right upper quadrant
nyd Not yet determined
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Table 1:
Case definitions and algorithm logic for syndromes of interest in Yukon’s ED-SyS
Syndrome

Definition

Logic/Algorithm

Gastrointestinal
(GI)

Match with the following diagnosis of interest OR

1. Flag DD logic first if not
blank or left without being
seen related text

Diarrhea Concept OR Vomiting/Nausea Concept OR Nausea
Only Concept Anorexia Concept OR GI Concept
GI related EXCLUSIONS TERMS

2. If logic step #1 not met
and CN/CC logic =1 then flag
3. If DD = "Viral" and DD =0
and CN/CC logic=1 then flag
4. If DD logic met and CN/CC
logic met then then flag

Influenza-Like
Illness (ILI)

Match with the following diagnosis of interest OR ILI OR

Respiratory
(Resp)

Match with the following diagnosis of interest OR

Rash

Fever Concept AND Cough Concept AND (sore throat
Concept OR at least one constitutional sign/symptom:
Anorexia Concept OR Dizziness Concept OR Malaise
Concept OR Muscle Pain Concept OR Lymph Concept)

Respiratory Concept OR Cough Concept OR Sore Concept
AND (at least one constitutional sign/symptom: Anorexia
Concept OR Dizziness Concept OR Fever Concept OR
Malaise Concept OR Muscle Pain Concept OR Lymph
Concept)

Match with the following diagnosis of interest OR
Rash Concept AND at least one constitutional
sign/symptom: (Anorexia term OR Dizziness Concept OR
Fever Concept OR Malaise Concept OR Muscle Pain
Concept OR Lymph Concept)

1. If DD logic or CN/CC logic
met then flag

1. Flag DD logic first if not
blank or left without being
seen related text
2. If logic step #1 not met
and CN/CC =1 then flag
3. If DD logic met and CN/CC
logic met then then flag
1. If DD logic or CN/CC logic
met then flag

Rash related EXCLUSION terms
Mumps

Match with the following diagnosis of interest OR parotitis
OR orchitis OR
Swelling Concept AND Face Concept
Mumps related EXCLUSIONS

1. Flag DD logic first if not
blank or left without being
seen related text
2. If logic step #1 not met
and CN =1 then flag
3. If DD logic met and CN
logic met then then flag

Neurological
infections
(Neuro)

Match with the following diagnosis of interest OR
Fever Concept AND (stiff neck Concept OR Seizures
Concept OR Blurred Vision Concept OR Photophobia
Concept OR Altered Mental Status Concept OR Headache
Concept OR Paralysis Concept)

1. Flag DD logic first if not
blank or left without being
seen related text
2. If logic step #1 not met
and CN/CC logic =1 then flag
3. If DD = "Viral"|"Febrile
seizure"|"Headache
nyd"|"Malaise nyd"|"Sepsis"
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and DD logic =0 and CN/CC
logic=1 then flag
4. If DD logic met and CN/CC
logic met then then flag
Coronavirus
Disease 2019
(COVID-19)

ED visits prior to April 16 *takes into consideration negating terms

Match with the diagnosis of interest in DD OR

CC (SOB, Cough, Fever) on or after Jan 1, 2020 AND

Match with any of the following:

-countries listed from WHO Sitrep to have “local transmission”-indicates locations where the
source of infection is within the reporting location Jan 1, 2020 to March 19, 2020
-Mention of international or travel in CN on or after March 15, 2020
OR
-Match with the diagnosis of interest (COVID) in CN

ED visits on or after April 16 *takes into consideration negating terms

-Match with the diagnosis of interest in DD OR
-Match with the diagnosis of interest in CN OR

-Match with any of the following:

-CC on or after Jan 1, 2020- SOB, Cough, Fever
-CC on or after April 16, 2020- Chestpnonc, Stridor, Wheezing, Sore Throat, Syncope,
Genweak, Headache, URTI, Nasal congestion/hayfever, Altered LOC, Confusion, Sensory
loss/parathesis, Rep Arrest, Cyanosis
-CN- “Loss of taste” or “Loss of smell”

AND

Match with any of the following:
-countries listed from WHO Sitrep to have local transmission-indicates locations where the
source of infection is within the reporting location Jan 1, 2020 to March 19, 2020
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-Mention of international or travel in CN on or after March 15, 2020
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Table 2:
Flagged cases for each syndrome from Whitehorse General Hospital ED-Tracker records, Oct. 1, 2018 – Apr. 30,
2019
Flagged visits by separate fields

Syndrome

Flagged visits by combined fields

Original Case
Definition

Final Case
Definition

#
Hits

#
Hits

TP
(PPV%)

TP
(PPV%)

Gastrointestinal

Syndrome

Original Case
Definition

Final Case
Definition

#
Hits

TP
(PPV%)

#
Hits

TP
(PPV%)

Gastrointestinal

CN

1,579

360
(22.8)

746

327
(43.8)

CN

1,579

360
(22.8)

746

327
(43.8)

CC

866

303
(35.0)

295

118
(63.7)

CN/CC

1644

367
(22.3)

759

338
(44.5)

DD

485

249
(51.3)

236

205
(86.9)

CN/CC/DD

601

293
(48.8)

316

249
(78.8)

Respiratory

Respiratory

CN

639

477
(74.6)

625

467
(74.7)

CN

639

477
(74.6)

625

467
(74.7)

CC

19

4
(21.1)

19

4
(21.1)

CN/CC

662

487
(73.6)

647

477
(73.7)

DD

76

70
(92.1)

76

70
(92.1)

CN/CC/DD

548

460
(83.9)

542

457
(84.3)

ILI

ILI
CN

361

311
(86.1)

356

310
(87.1)

CN

361

311
(86.1)

356

310
(87.1)

CC

0

0 (0)

0

0 (0)

CN/CC

380

324
(85.2)

375

323
(86.1)

DD

141

135
(95.7)

141

135
(95.7)

CN/CC/DD

482

420
(87.1)

477

419
(87.8)

Rash

Rash

CN

9

5
(55.6)

9

5
(55.6)

CN

9

5
(55.6)

5

9
(55.6)

CC

0

0 (0)

0

0 (0)

CN/CC

56

32
(57.1)

56

32
(57.1)

DD

10

9
(90.0)

10

9
(90.0)

CN/CC/DD

64

40
(62.5)

64

40
(62.5)

Neurological

Neurological

CN

201

70
(34.8)

193

68
(35.2)

CN

201

70
(34.8)

193

68
(35.2)

CC

0

0 (0)

0

0 (0)

CN/CC

167

91
(54.5)

160

89
(55.6)
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DD

2

2
(100.0)

2

2
(100.0)

Mumps

CN/CC/DD

6

5
(83.3)

19

17
(89.5)

Mumps

CN

43

16
(37.2)

40

16
(40.0)

CN

43

16
(37.2)

40

16
(40.0)

DD

17

16
(94.1)

17

16
(94.1)

CN/DD

57

29
(50.9)

17

16
(94.1)

Abbreviations: CN, clinical notes; CC, chief complaint; DD discharge diagnosis; TP True-positives; PPV positive
predictive value
Data Source: Meditech ED Tracker
(a) True-positive to case definition were those for which the ED visit appeared to be related to the
disease/condition of interest
(b) Integrated can also include OR statements and/or AND statements using information in the CN, CC, DD
fields within each term used
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Table 3:
Positive Predictive Value (PPV) of selected CEDIS codes used to inform local inclusion or exclusion criteria for each
syndrome using Whitehorse General Hospital ED-Tracker records from Oct. 1, 2018 – Apr. 30, 2019 (n=19,023
records)
Syndrome and CEDIS code

Description

Hits (PPV%)

Inclusion / Exclusion

CEDIS-254

“diarrhea”

49 (22.8)

Inclusion

CEDIS-257

“vomiting and/or nausea”

170 (35.0)

Inclusion

CEDIS-852

“fever”

53 (51.3)

Inclusion

CEDIS-407

"head injury"

67 (0.0%)

Exclusion

CEDIS-307

"UTI"

30 (0.0%)

Exclusion

CEDIS-753

"withdrawl"

11 (0.0%)

Exclusion

CEDIS-251

"abdominal pain"

572 (20.1)

Exclusion

CEDIS-653

“cough”

278 (85.6)

Inclusion

CEDIS-103

“sorethroat”

105 (84.8)

Inclusion

CEDIS-852

“fever”

103 (84.5)

Inclusion

CEDIS-653

“cough”

284 (77.5)

Inclusion

CEDIS-103

“sorethroat”

97 (57.7)

Inclusion

CEDIS-852

“fever”

68 (92.6)

Inclusion

“rash”

71 (73.2)

Inclusion

CEDIS-852

“fever”

33 (72.7)

Inclusion

CEDIS-404

“headache”

25 (68.0)

Inclusion

CEDIS-709

“localized swelling/redness-abscess”

17 (77.8)

Inclusion

CEDIS-104

“neck swelling/pain”

9 (73.2)

Inclusion

CEDIS-101

"dental gum"

3 (33.3)

Exclusion

CEDIS-102

"facial trauma"

3 (0.0)

Exclusion

Gastrointestinal §

Respiratory §

ILI

Rash
CEDIS-708
Neurological

Mumps

Abbreviations: CEDIS Canadian Emergency Department Information System; PPV positive predictive value
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§

These syndromes were applied to a subset of the total data containing 8246 records from November 1, 2018
to January 31, 2019

Figures

Figure 1
Overview of Yukon’s automated ED-SyS. Daily data transfers are exchanged between Whitehorse General Hospital’s
ED-Tracker system and the Yukon Office of the Chief Medical Officer of Health (OCMOH).
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Figure 2
Key terms and CEDIS codes found among true-positive validated case records. Size of term is proportional to its
frequency among validated case records.
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